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Dear Readers,

I am pleased to mention that during the year 2019, all issues of volume 8 were published online well within the time and the print issues were also brought out and dispatched within 30 days of publishing the issue online.

International Online Medical Council, in association with reputed Universities, libraries, scientific societies publish peer-reviewed clinical and medical journals. Our greatest strength lies in the gold open access mode of publishing enabling the content accessible to the remotest corners of the world absolutely free of charge. The constituent journals, mentored by an internationally acclaimed editorial team regularly publish peer-reviewed content in all formats of scientific reporting covering major specializations of clinical and medical science. Consequently, our journal productions appear in several indexing databases and are very popular among academicians, researchers, students, medical and pharmaceutical industry.

The submissions to the journal are subjected to peer-review process by the editorial board members or external subject experts. The complete editorial processing of the manuscript is done through the integrated online editorial manuscript submission and review system for greater transparency and faster article throughout. Average publication lag time of an article was further reduced to 6-8 months.

I take this opportunity to acknowledge the contribution of Andrea Biscardi during the final editing of articles published and the support rendered by the editorial assistant, in bringing out issues of Advances in Pharmacoepidemiology and Drug Safety (APDS) in time.

I would also like to express my gratitude to all the authors, reviewers, the publisher, the advisory and the editorial board of APDS, the office bearers and staff for their support in bringing out yet another volume of APDS and look forward to their unrelenting support to bring out the Volume of APDS in scheduled time.

Stay Safe & Healthy…!

Thank you!

With kind regards,
John Wayne,
Associate Managing Editor,
Advances in Pharmacoepidemiology and Drug Safety
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